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CHRIS EAT CHRIS WORLD
NHS students vote on which Hollywood Chris is the 
best of the best
Addie Doherty//addie.dohert22@gmail.com
Bergan Zebrauskas//bergan.zebrauskas@gmail.com

Chris Hemsworth, the 37 year old Australian actor, made himself an A-list celebrity in Hollywood 
through his role in “Thor” (2011). His blond locks and funny antics were beloved by the world. His 
accent and ripped figure are some of his more popular features, but his humorous and kind personality 
are not to be forgotten. He is also known for his fitness app, “Centr” (which clearly works, just look at 
the man). His younger brother, Liam Hemsworth, is also a well-loved actor, however, he doesn’t even 
begin to compare to the masterpiece of a man that is Chris Hemsworth. This heartthrob has taken 
the spotlight in comedies such as “Ghostbusters” (2016), action movies such as “Extraction” (2020), 
and horror movies such as “Cabin in the Woods” (2011). Overall, his incredible acting range cannot be 
disputed. His handsome looks and amazing performances may carry him to the top of the leaderboard, 
especially in the “Hotness” category.

Chris Pine may not be the most recognized of the Chrises, however he is still a great actor nonetheless. 
His dedication, delivery, and not to mention phenomenal acting make each of his performances, 
no matter the genre, deserving of acknowledgement. For those that may recognize him primarily 
from that one Christmas tree vine, Pine is also famous for his role as Captain Kirk in the “Star Trek” 
installments as well as being Lord Nicholas Devereaux in “The Princess Diaries 2: Royal Engagement.” 
Pine is the only one out of the four Chrises to not be featured in a live-action Marvel film, opting to 
join the DCU instead (no judgement here). Chris Pine has clearly earned himself a spot as one the most 
beloved and appreciated Chrises in all of Hollywood and just may win the spot of “Best Chris.”

Chris Pratt, having played one iconic character after another throughout his acting career beginning 
with his role as Andy Dwyer on Parks and Recreation, has continued to impress audiences with his 
progression into more action-based movies like “Jurassic World” and “Guardians of the Galaxy.” His 
major glow-up in preparation for his role as Peter Quill took the world by storm and made fans of any 
of his productions fall even more in love. The actor himself has proven to be quite similar to his most 
famous characters as his comedic timing and the general hilarity that is his personality is pretty hard 
to miss. Not only is he a silly, down-to-earth guy, but he also has been very involved with the Feed Thy 
Neighbor organization to help give food to those in need. Clearly he’s a man of both talent and quality. 
It wouldn’t be surprising if Chris Pratt wins the “Funniest Chris” poll, but there’s also a good chance he 
could be voted the best Chris of all time. Continue to find out!

Attention all diehards, stans, and memers! Fans everywhere have debated this topic and it seems the time has 
come to finally answer the question pressing on everyone’s minds (yes everyone): Who is the best Chris? 
Hollywood is made up of many stars, and with a common name like “Chris,” it’s even harder to stand out. Of 

the four most famous Chrises -- Chris Evans, Chris Hemsworth, Chris Pine, and Chris Pratt -- with numerous collabs 
and crossovers between them during their careers, audiences have debated which of them is the best. In an attempt to 
answer this question, NHS students voted for their favorites, as well as for the funniest, hottest, the best actor, and the 
best role. 
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join the DCU instead (no judgement here). Chris Pine has clearly earned himself a spot as one the most 

Listen up folks, Chris Evans is the only single Chris on our list. (We’re not saying there’s a chance, just that no 
one’s looking to crush that dream anytime soon.) Evans, best known for his role as Captain America, is 39-years 
old, and has had many di� erent iconic facial hair styles over the years. Evans is known to be more sensitive and 
passionate, o� en supporting charities and visiting children in hospital...what a cool guy. He has also performed 
on Broadway, starring in “Lobby Hero.” Another big aspect of Evans’ life is his pooch, Dodger. Evans even got 
Dodger a matching sweater to repeat his iconic look in the movie “Knives Out” (2019). Evans’ big heart and 
kind eyes are well-beloved by many, as he is arguably the most relatable Chris out there—who doesn’t love their 
dog? His great acting in the movie “Gi� ed” (2017) le�  audiences in tears and impressed with his range. Chris 
Evans’ kindness and compassion are the perfect reasons why he should be crowned best Chris. 
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 After collecting the results from the survey, there were a 
few categories that were significantly less split than others, 
one of them being the category for the “Most Attractive” 
Chris. Three of the four contestants make up less than 
half of the votes, and while anyone with half a brain 
would know that there is no way that Chris Pine could 
beat out Chris Pratt, who placed last with less than 5% 
(there seem to be a lot of “The Princess Diaries 2” stans in 
the audience). However, Pine didn’t win either, placing in 
third (10.7%) behind Evans (33.9%), leaving Hemsworth to 
ultimately win this category with his combination of both 
rock hard abs and chiseled features winning over more 
than 51% of voters.

The actor with the best personality among the bunch 
was a close race for first place... well, for most of the 
contestants. Pine was not in-it-to-win-it, with only a few 
votes in his favor. Hemsworth and Evans battled for 
second place, with Evans barely pulling forward, beating 
Hemsworth by one vote. This leaves the first place winner, 
with the best personality—most likely due to his ability to 
make others laugh, and help those in need—to be Chris 
Pratt, coming in with 37.4% of voters on his side. Pratt’s 
shimmering personality and selflessness landed him at 
the top of the podium, earning him the “Best Personality” 
award, which if he knew, he’d surely cherish forever. 

An effective measure of a good actor is their ability to blend seamlessly in with the character 
they are portraying, and as previously discussed, each of the Chrises have shown incredible skill 
in their acting. Not only are their characters role models for many, the actors themselves have 
all shown to be pretty remarkable people as well. Chris Pratt and Chris Evans especially are 
both spectacular examples of these ideas, and as a result, have been tied for first in the category 
for “Best Chris” throughout the voting. In the end, Chris Evans pulled ahead to first place, just 
barely beating out Chris Pratt with almost 40% of votes by the end of the poll, a mere three votes 
breaking the tie and leading Evans to victory. Agree or disagree, Chris Evans has officially won 
the NHS poll for “Best Chris,” with his combined skills in both acting and being a generally 
awesome human being, he has rightfully earned his spot as the “Best Chris” in Hollywood and 
is deserving of such recognition. Everyone who voted for Evans has now been awarded bragging 
rights, and for the whopping three people who thought Chris Pine was the best, well, yikes. Thus 
concludes the years-long debate on which Chris is the best, and now the world will know that 
Chris Evans reigns superior as he has now been officially crowned “The Best.”
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Though all the Chrises are all A-list celebrities with 
plenty of acting experience and training under their 
belts, only one can win the prize of “Best Actor.” 
The variety of different roles allows them each 
Chris to display their amazing skills, but who is the 
best? Ultimately, NHS students decided that Chris 
Evans wins the title with 33.9% of the votes, due to 
his amazing acting skills in films like “Knives Out,” 
“Avengers Infinity War,” and “Gifted.” His range and 
ability to make a role come to life make him the best 
fit for this award. Not too far behind him are Pratt 
and Pine tied for second (the latter finally got higher 
than 10%), with Hemsworth bringing up the rear in 
last place. Though Evans gets the award for best actor, 
and is deserving of it, all of the Chrises acting skills 
shouldn’t be underestimated. 

Although every Chris has had their moment in the 
spotlight, some roles are more iconic than others. The 
superheroes, villains, and comic reliefs portrayed by the 
Chrises are beloved by many, but which actor was the best? 
Unfortunately, Chris Pine’s roles in “Wonder Woman” and 
“Star Trek” did not leave a lasting impression on many, as 
not a single vote went out to Pine. Hemsworth’s iconic roles 
in “Thor” and “Ghostbusters” earned him 27% of votes, but 
that still only got him to third. Pratt’s hilarious roles put up 
an amazing fight against Evans’ roles but just couldn’t beat 
them.  Evans has won the title for “Best Role,” with Pratt 
ending with just 1% behind him. Be real, without Evans, 
these roles just wouldn’t be the same!

 Is this even a question? Who’s the funniest Chris? No, 
it’s not, because the answer is so obvious, 62.5% of NHS 
survey takers answered correctly as it’s Chris Pratt (also 
known as “crisp rat” for some reason as voters have 
shared). Pratt’s competition doesn’t even come close to 
matching his hilarious demeanor and comedic genius. 
Evans took second place, with a mere 21.4% of voters 
on his side. Third place went to Hemsworth, with 14.3% 
of voters believing he is the funniest Chris. And then 
there’s poor, poor Pine. Though Pine may have placed 
higher than Pratt in handsomeness, he doesn’t even 
compare when it comes to Pratt’s sense of humor. Chris 
Pine comes in dead last, with one single, solitary vote. 
Pratt’s hilarious antics and funny roles won him this 
glorious title, now to the rest!
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